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Eagle Against the Sun 1989 this user friendly encyclopedia comprises a wide
array of accessible yet detailed entries that address the military social political
cultural and economic aspects of the mexican american war the encyclopedia of
the mexican american war a political social and military history provides an in
depth examination of not only the military conflict itself but also the impact of the
war on both nations and how this conflict was the first waged by americans on
foreign soil and served to establish critical u s military political and foreign policy
precedents the entries analyze the mexican american war from both the
american and mexican perspectives in equal measure in addition to discussing
the various campaigns battles weapons systems and other aspects of military
history the three volume work also contextualizes the conflict within its social
cultural political and economic milieu and places the mexican american war into
its proper historical and historiographical contexts by covering the eras both
before and after the war this information is particularly critical for students of
american history because the conflict fomented sectional conflict in the united
states which resulted in the u s civil war
The Eagle and the Rising Sun 2004 first encounters heroes of the new frontier
brutality the good father the pioneers club conclusion
Soldiers of the Sun 1991 the lessons legacies and implications for future conflicts
are the purpose of this collection of work on the american war in vietnam this is
an assemblage of ten superb papers which outline why america failed in vietnam
military readers will find the section on how the war was fought especially
interesting in that the authors suggest that had we pursued a more exhaustive
air campaign against the north early in the war then it could have been won this
book is for serious students of the vietnam war for historians looking for a
complete picture it has a superb bibliography and the authors have outstanding
credentials armor the essays in this collection were assembled to provide
answers to the question of why the united states lost the war in vietnam they
examine four major factors that affected u s policy how the war was perceived
how it was fought the possible effect of alternative strategies and the war s
legacy for future warfare the contributors include both military officers and
scholars all but one of whom participated in the vietnam war all the authors
reflect the more tempered nature of current vietnam war scholarship although
their appraisals differ the overall effect is to offer insight and clarification into the
failure of u s and south vietnamese policy backed by the grinter s and dunn s first
hand experiences
From the Shadows Into the Sun 1991 the phiuwnc islands 5s3 4 aguinotdo
copturad tm amrlcof ftfdlfrs trocfe insurgents through nwm of pri 21 now ood
unarmed amerlcon soldiers umfer hosf 0 flrt the philippine archipelago soldiers in
the adventure in imperialism by william thaddeus sexton captain united states
army the military service publishing company harrisburg pa to my daughter
elaine sexton who though only four years of age loved to sit and watch her daddy
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play map god needed an angel and took her away pref ac e any opinions
expressed in this book are entirely those of the author which have been reached
as a result of his own research on this subject and must not be construed as
reflecting in any way the thoughts of the army as a whole or of the war
department in par ticular contents chapter i events leading up to spanish
american war deweys actions in the far east mobilization of troops in the united
states and movements of transports to manila condition of our armed forces and
capabilities for distant tropical service r r chapter ii 26 conditions in the philippine
archipelago aguinaldos early leadership ac tions of mr pratt and admiral dewey
agumaldos proclamation of revolu tion against spain chapter iii 30 the difficulties
of our overseas movement the lack of means and the handi caps in landing
troops on the islands discussions between dewey aguinaldo and anderson on the
status of our government in relation to the insurgents difficulties of later
american expeditions in entering the islands establish ment of uncomfortable
camps merritts prospects in taking manila embar rassments with filipinos
preliminary skirmishes with the spaniards arrival of americanreenforcements the
capture of manila the tense situation between the americans and insurgents
chapter iv 50 merritts dilemma in trying to establish american sovereignty civil
dif ficulties in manila sanitary conditions effort to clean up te city chapter v 63
otis takes command of american troops his characteristics encounters with
aguinaldo who extends his authority and demands but has difficulties in his own
ranks effect of treaty of paris otis between two fires civil requests and insurgents
attitude insurgents become hostile negotiations fail de cided tension chapter vi
79 state of discipline of american troops false rumors supply the insurgent army
its discipline equipment and state of efficiency the possibilities in the brewing
conflict how the philippine war starts the battle with the in surgents about manila
the confused aftermath of the action chapter vii 103 more american troops arrive
in the islands wheatons flying column to laguna de bay the occupation of cebu
and negros wheatons campaign toward pasig and taguig macarthur captures the
insurgent capital at malolos problems at the close of the movements chapter viii
121 otis relinquishes chances for occupation macarthur advances north of
malolos lawton sent to santa cruz the trials of the expeditions the schurman
commission receives rebuff lawton and macarthur move north after luna
sufferings en route the amazing defense at baler funston at the bridge wheatons
movement the desperate heroic efforts of lawtons column otis calls off expedition
operations about laguna de bay schwann pushes fur ther into cavite
somevolunteers return to the united states the macabebe scouts are organized
the press complains of otis climate and conditions knock out troops of macarthurs
division murder of luna reconnaissance of bell chapter ix 173 the chase after
aguinaldo the pinchers plan of otis for the capture the daws of lawton and
wheaton the direct pressure by macarthur lawtons super human task youngs
cavalry brigade moves into the mud and jungle lawton must become his own
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supply officer rain flood and wash out dam up supply soldiers go beyond
endurance
The Encyclopedia of the Mexican-American War [3 volumes] 2012-10-09 from the
acclaimed author of new deal or raw deal called eye opening by the national
review comes a fascinating exposé of franklin delano roosevelt s destructive
wartime legacy and its adverse impact on america s economic and foreign
policies today did world war ii really end the great depression or did president
franklin roosevelt s poor judgment and confused management leave congress
with a devastating fiscal mess after the final bomb was dropped in this
provocative new book historians burton w folsom jr and anita folsom make a
compelling case that fdr s presidency led to evasive and self serving wartime
policies at a time when most americans held isolationist sentiments a backlash
against the stunning carnage of world war i roosevelt secretly favored an
aggressive interventionist foreign policy yet throughout the 1930s he spent
lavishly on his disastrous new deal programs and slashed defense spending
leaving america vastly unprepared for japan s attack on pearl harbor and the
challenge of fighting world war ii history books tell us the wartime economy was a
boon thanks to massive government spending but the skyrocketing national debt
food rations nonexistent luxuries crippling taxes labor strikes and dangerous work
of the time tell a different story one that is hardly the stuff of recovery instead
the war ushered in a new era of imperialism for the executive branch roosevelt
seized private property conducted illegal wiretaps tried to silence domestic
opposition and interned 110 000 japanese americans he set a dangerous
precedent for entangling alliances in foreign affairs including his remarkable
courtship of russian dictator joseph stalin while millions of americans showed the
courage perseverance and fortitude to make the weapons and fight the war was
roosevelt a great wartime leader as historians almost unanimously assert the
folsoms offer a thought provoking revision of his controversial legacy fdr goes to
war will make america take a second look at one of its most complicated
presidents
Forgotten Under a Tropical Sun 2017 the first book to tell the history of the
mexican war through the eyes of the american reporters the nation s first war
correspondents who covered it on the ground provides an up close richly detailed
comprehensive account of the war as well as insights into the rise of modern
commercial journalism its impact on public perceptions and its entanglement with
national politics
The American War in Vietnam 1987 in the late 1970s the new christian right
emerged as a formidable political force boldly announcing itself as a unified
movement representing the views of a moral majority but that movement did not
spring fully formed from its predecessors american evangelicals and the 1960s
refutes the thesis that evangelical politics were a purely inflammatory backlash
against the cultural and political upheaval of the decade bringing together fresh
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research and innovative interpretations this book demonstrates that evangelicals
actually participated in broader american developments during the long 1960s
that the evangelical constituency was more diverse than often noted and that the
notion of right wing evangelical politics as a backlash was a later creation serving
the interests of both republican conservative alliances and their critics
evangelicalism s involvement with rather than its reaction against the main social
movements public policy initiatives and cultural transformations of the 1960s
proved significant in its 1970s political ascendance twelve essays that range
thematically from the oil industry to prison ministry and from american
counterculture to the second vatican council depict modern evangelicalism both
as a religious movement with its own internal dynamics and as one fully
integrated into general american history
Soldiers in the Sun 2008-11 world war ii was without question the deadliest war in
history of the estimated 70 million people killed 50 to 55 million were civilians the
united states managed to stay out of the war that was ravaging the rest of the
world until the day when the empire of japan bombed pearl harbor a date which
will live in infamy what prompted the japanese to wage war with the united states
was the attack really a surprise or was it a carefully orchestrated event by
washington to anger the american public enough to want to go to war did the
japanese government truly believe that they would prevail against the military
might of the united states the losses the japanese military experienced during
the pacific war were unforeseeable the suffering endured by the japanese people
was unimaginable by the end of world war ii japan had persevered through eight
years of war taking into account the second sino japanese war which began in
1937 the country lay in ruins and the morale of its people was at an all time low
but in the land of the rising sun the sun will rise again follow japan s journey from
a nation vanquished to a nation victorious in this book that details the grim
realities of war politics racism and blind devotion
FDR Goes to War 2011-10-11 a fresh and provocative account of the greatest
naval campaign of the twentieth century
War with Mexico! 2010 america s relationship with japan recently passed its
140th anniversary although over those years hundreds of books and thousands of
articles have explored different issues or periods of the relationship no book has
analyzed the entire relationship from beginning to present the void can perhaps
be explained by the relationship s complexity and changes over time two great
cycles of initial partnership and eventual rivalry have shaped american japanese
relations one geopolitical 1853 1945 and the other geoeconomic 1945 present
this book fills that void as it systematically untangles the interrelated perceptions
convergent and divergent national interests and shifting power relations which
have shaped american policies toward japan within those two great cycles more
specifically it highlights the personalities national moods domestic issues and
political alignments and other pressing international concerns within which
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washington has attempted to define and assert its interests toward japan
American Evangelicals and the 1960s 2013-08-23 uniquely okinawan
explores how american soldiers sailors and marines considered race ethnicity and
identity in the planning and execution of the wartime occupation of okinawa
during and immediately after the battle of okinawa 1945 46
The Sun Will Rise Again 2017-10-31 scholar william nester explores franklin d
roosevelt s character personality and presidential power after their independence
and civil wars americans never faced a greater threat than the sixteen years of
global depression followed by global war from 1929 to 1945 franklin delano
roosevelt was the president for the last dozen of those years during which he led
the nation first to alleviate the great depression then led an international alliance
that vanquished the fascist powers during the second world war along the way he
established the modern presidency with centralized powers to make and
implement domestic and foreign policies he was naturally a master politician who
eventually through daunting trials and errors became an accomplished statesman
for all that historians regularly rank roosevelt among the top three presidents yet
most historians and countless others criticize roosevelt for an array of things that
he did or failed to do conservatives lambast him for creating a welfare state and
trying to pack federal courts with liberal judges while liberals condemn him for
interning 120 000 japanese americans during the war and doing little to advance
civil rights for african americans critics blister war commander roosevelt for
caving into strategies demanded by powerful leaders that squandered countless
lives and treasure in literal and figurative dead ends these include prime minister
churchill s push to invade the italian peninsula and general macarthur s
determination to recapture the philippines at times his policies violated his
principles like president wilson during the second world war roosevelt
championed self determination but not for every nation he badgered churchill to
break up britain s empire while bowing to stalin s brutal communist conquest of
eastern europe and those are just the opening barrages against roosevelt
although he won four presidential elections with overwhelming majorities nearly
as many people reviled him as they adored him franklin d roosevelt and the art of
leadership explores the dynamic among roosevelt s character personality and
presidential power with which he asserted policies that overcame first the great
depression and then the axis powers during the second world war along the way
the book raises and answers key questions what were roosevelt s leadership skills
and how did he develop them over time which new deal policies succeeded which
failed and what explains those results which war strategies succeeded which
failed and what explains those results what policies rooted in roosevelt s instincts
proved to be superior to alternatives grounded in thick official reports advocated
by his advisors finally how does roosevelt rank as an american and global leader
The Eagle and the Rising Sun 2004-11-09 young america s next encounter
with britain came during the war of 1812 when the nation s press called for all
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americans to defend their recently won independence and protect their territorial
integrity and national rights the mexican american war was the nation s first war
of westward expansion the reporting of which was greatly affected by the
emergence of the telegraph and military censorship of news from the war zone
Power across the Pacific 1996-07-24 the full extent and brutality of imperial
japan s actions before and during the second world war has not had the same
cultural and political resonances as those of nazi germany nor are they as well
remembered werner gruhl s objective is to present a fresh overview of the asian
pacific war and its victims drawing particular attention to the neglected history of
japan s invasion of china and southeast asia gruhl seeks to show that the war in
asia and the pacific is as much about shanghai nanking and manila as about pearl
harbor midway and hiroshima gruhl s narrative makes clear why japan s world
war ii aggression still touches deep emotions with east asians and western ex
prisoners of war and why there is justifiable sensitivity to the way modern japan
has dealt with this legacy knowledge of the enormity of japan s total war is also
necessary to assess the united states and her allies policies toward japan and
their reactions to its actions extending from manchuria in 1931 to hiroshima in
1945 gruhl takes the view that world war ii started in 1931 when japan crowded
and poor in raw materials but with a sense of military invincibility saw empire as
her salvation and invaded china japan s imperial regime had volatile ambitions
but limited resources thus encouraging them to unleash a particularly brutal
offensive against the peoples of asia and surrounding ocean islands their 1931 to
1945 invasions and policies further added to asia s pre war woes particularly in
china by badly disrupting marginal economies leading to famines and epidemics
altogether the victims of japan s world war two aggression took many forms and
were massive in number gruhl offers a survey and synthesis of the historical
literature and documentation statistical data as well as personal interviews and
first hand accounts to provide a comprehensive overview analysis the sequence
of diplomatic and military events leading to pearl harbor as well as those leading
to the u s decision to drop the atom bomb are explored here as well as japan s
war crimes and postwar revisionist apologist views regarding them this book will
be of intense interest to asian specialists and those concerned with human rights
issues in a historical context
Uniquely Okinawan 2020-03-03 this book explains why logistical planning is
studied by military professionals and uses case studies to bring home its
importance
Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Art of Leadership 2024-06-30 the factors
leading to the defeat of the axis powers in world war ii have been debated for
decades one prevalent view is that overwhelming allied superiority in materials
and manpower doomed the axis another holds that key strategic and tactical
blunders lost the war from hitler halting his panzers outside dunkirk allowing
more than 300 000 trapped allied soldiers to escape to admiral yamamoto falling
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into the trap set by the u s navy at midway providing a fresh perspective on the
war this study challenges both views and offers an alternative explanation the
germans japanese and italians made poor design choices in ships planes tanks
and information security before and during the war that forced them to fight with
weapons and systems that were too soon outmatched by the allies the
unprecedented arms race of world war ii posed a fundamental design challenge
the axis powers sometimes met but never mastered
The Greenwood Library of American War Reporting: The War of 1812 &
the Mexican-American War 2005 a comprehensive overview of the wars that
saw the united states emerge as a world power one that had immense
implications for america especially in latin america and asia abc clio acclaimed
publisher of superior references on the united states at war revisits a pivotal
moment in america s coming of age with the encyclopedia of the spanish
american and philippine american wars a political social and military history again
under the direction of renowned scholar spencer tucker the encyclopedia covers
the conflict between the united states and spain with a depth and breadth no
other reference works can match the encyclopedia offers two complete volumes
of alphabetically organized entries written by some of the world s foremost
historians covering everything from the course of the wars to relevant economic
social and cultural matters in the united states spain and other nations featuring
a separate volume of primary source documents and a wealth of images and
maps the encyclopedia portrays the day to day drama and lasting legacy of the
war like never before guiding readers through a seminal event in america s
transition from the gilded age to the progressive era
Imperial Japan's World War Two 2010 throughout the pacific theater of world war
ii allied prisoners were often starved tortured beheaded even cannibalized by
japanese soldiers yet during the boxer rebellion in china and the savage russo
japanese war of 1904 5 the western press lauded the japanese for their kindness
to the enemy wounded and imprisoned warriors of the rising sun chronicles the
japanese military s transformation from honorable knights of bushido into men of
historic cruelty photos
Military Logistics and Strategic Performance 2001 a startling omission from the
extensive literature on the pacific events of world war ii is an analysis of allied
psychological operations allison b gilmore makes a strong case for the
importance of psychological warfare in this theater countering the usual view of
fanatical resistance by japanese units gilmore marshals evidence that japanese
military indoctrination did not produce soldiers who were invulnerable to
demoralization and the survival instinct
Why the Axis Lost 2020-02-28 television journalism was the primary medium for
reporting on the us invasions of iraq and the tragic events of 9 11 live firsthand
reports and video imagery have framed the dispatches from reporters at ground
zero and embedded with frontline troops in combat zones as they give their
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viewers news about the world trade center attack the iraq shock and awe
campaign and the hunt for osama bin laden
The Encyclopedia of the Spanish-American and Philippine-American Wars [3
volumes] 2009-05-20 new york times bestseller son we re going to hell the
navigator of the uss houston confided these prophetic words to a young officer as
he and his captain charted a course into u s naval legend renowned as fdr s
favorite warship the cruiser uss houston was a prize target trapped in the far
pacific after pearl harbor without hope of reinforcement her crew faced a superior
japanese force ruthlessly committed to total conquest it wasn t a fair fight but the
men of the houston would wage it to the death hornfischer brings to life the
awesome terror of nighttime naval battles that turned decks into strobe lit
slaughterhouses the deadly rain of fire from japanese bombers and the almost
superhuman effort of the crew as they miraculously escaped disaster again and
again until their luck ran out during a daring action in sunda strait there
hopelessly outnumbered the houston was finally sunk and its survivors taken
prisoner for more than three years their fate would be a mystery to families
waiting at home in the brutal privation of jungle pow camps dubiously
immortalized in such films as the bridge on the river kwai the war continued for
the men of the houston a life and death struggle to survive forced labor
starvation disease and psychological torture here is the gritty unvarnished story
of the infamous burma thailand death railway glamorized by hollywood but which
in reality mercilessly reduced men to little more than animals who fought back
against their dehumanization with dignity ingenuity sabotage will power and the
undying faith that their country would prevail using journals and letters rare
historical documents including testimony from postwar japanese war crimes
tribunals and the eyewitness accounts of houston s survivors james hornfischer
has crafted an account of human valor so riveting and awe inspiring it s easy to
forget that every single word is true bonus this edition contains an excerpt from
james d hornfischer s neptune s inferno
Armor 1985 this volume is the first systematic effort to test the interplay
between western military thought and chinese strategic traditions vis à vis the
nautical arena
Warriors of the Rising Sun 1997 a war of attrition is usually conceptualized as a
bloody slogging match epitomized by imagery of futile frontal assaults on the
western front of the first world war as such many academics politicians and
military officers currently consider attrition to be a wholly undesirable method of
warfare this first book length study of wars of attrition challenges this viewpoint a
historical analysis of the strategic thought behind attrition demonstrates that it
was often implemented to conserve casualties not to engage in a bloody
senseless assault moreover attrition frequently proved an effective means of
attaining a state s political aims in warfare particularly in serving as a preliminary
to decisive warfare reducing risk of escalation and coercing an opponent in
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negotiations malkasian analyzes the thought of commanders who implemented
policies of attrition from 1789 to the present his study includes figures central to
the study of war such as the duke of wellington carl von clausewitz b h liddell hart
general william slim general douglas macarthur general matthew ridgeway and
general william westmoreland while special attention is devoted to the second
world war in the pacific and the korean war this study notes the utility of attrition
during the cold war as the risk of a third world war rendered more aggressive
strategies unattractive increasingly the united states finds itself facing conflicts
that are not amenable to a decisive military solution in which opponents seek
prolonged war that will inflict as many casualties as possible on american forces
You Can't Fight Tanks with Bayonets 2000-03-01 macarthur was one of the
greatest generals of world war ii and of all time he distinguished himself in world
wars i and ii and in the korean war
The Greenwood Library of American War Reporting: The Iraq wars and
the War on Terror & index 2005 based on twenty years of research in formerly
secret archives this book reveals for the first time the full significance of war plan
orange the u s navy s strategy to defeat japan formulated over the forty years
prior to world war ii
Ship of Ghosts 2009-03-25 seapower has been a constant in world politics a tool
through which powerful countries have policed the seas for commercial
advantage political geographer colin flint highlights the geography of seapower
as a dynamic continual struggle to gain control of near waters those parts of the
oceans close to a country s shoreline and far waters parts of the oceans beyond
the horizon and that neighbor the shorelines of other countries a forceful and
clarifying challenge to conventional accounts of geopolitics near and far waters
offers an accessible introduction to the combination of economic and political
relations that are the reason behind and the result of the development of
seapower to control near waters and project force into far waters examining the
histories of three naval powers the netherlands britain and the united states this
book distills the past and present patterns of seapower and their tendency to
trigger repercussive conflict and war readers will gain an appreciation for how
geopolitics works the importance of seapower in economic competition the
motivations behind china s desire to become a global naval force and the risks of
current and future wars drawing on decades of experience flint urges readers to
take seriously the dilemma of near far waters as a context for an alternative
understanding of global politics
Chinese Naval Strategy in the 21st Century 2008 the historical dictionary of
united states japan relations traces this one hundred and fifty year relationship
through a chronology an introduction appendixes a bibliography and cross
referenced dictionary entries on key persons places events institutions and
organizations covering everything from walt whitman s poem a broadway
pageant commemorating the visit of the shogun s embassy to the u s in 1860 to
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zaibatsu this ready reference is an excellent starting point for the study of japan s
dealings with the u s
A History of Modern Wars of Attrition 2002-01-30 the historical dictionary of
the philippines third edition contains a chronology an introductory essay an
extensive bibliography and several hundred cross referenced dictionary entries
Douglas MacArthur 2009 william halsey the most famous naval officer of world
war ii was known for fearlessness steely resolve and impulsive errors in this
definitive biography thomas hughes punctures the popular caricature of the
fighting admiral to present a revealing human portrait of his personal and
professional life as it was lived in times of war and peace
War Plan Orange 2007-03-01 the u s navy against the axis tells the story of the
u s navy s surface fleet in world war ii with an emphasis on ship to ship combat
the book refutes the widely held notion that the attack on pearl harbor rendered
battleships obsolete and that aviation and submarines dominated the pacific war
it demonstrates how the surface fleet played a decisive role at critical junctures it
was crucial to america s ultimate victory and its story holds many lessons for
today s navy and the nation as a whole the u s navy against the axis describes
how swift adaptability and intellectual honesty were fundamental to the navy s
success against japan the underlying premise is that the nation cannot assume
that in a conflict against conventional or asymmetric enemies it holds title to the
same virtues the navy demonstrated three generations ago instead those lessons
need to be constantly studied and affirmed in the face of postwar mythologies
lest they be forgotten
Near and Far Waters 2024-07-30 first issued as an oxford university press
paperback 2013 title page verso
Historical Dictionary of United States-Japan Relations 2007-01-29
lieutenant general sir frank berryman is one of the most important yet relatively
unknown officers in the history of the australian army despite his reputedly
caustic personality and noted conflicts with some senior officers berryman was
crucial to australia s success during the second world war but did the man known
as berry the bastard deserve his reputation bold calculating and talented
berryman was at the forefront of operations that led to the defeat of the japanese
and his operational planning secured australia s victories at bardia tobruk and in
new guinea during the pacific war with access to rare private papers peter dean
charts berryman s special relationships with senior us and australian officers such
as macarthur chamberlin blamey lavarack and morshead and explains why the
man poised to become the next chief of general staff would never fulfil his
ambition
Military Review 1988-07 the appearance of the crossbow on the european battle
field in a d 1100 as the weapon of choice for shooting down knights threatened
the status quo of medieval chivalric fighting techniques by 1139 the church had
intervened outlawing the use of the crossbow among christians with this edict
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arms control was born as robert l o connell reveals in this vividly written history of
weapons in western culture that first attempt at an arms control measure
characterizes the complex and often paradoxical relationship between men and
arms throughout the centuries in a sweeping narrative that ranges from
prehistoric times to the nuclear age o connell demonstrates how social and
economic conditions determine the types of weapons and the tactics used in
warfare and how in turn innovations in weapons technology often undercut social
values he describes for instance how the invention of the gun required a
redefinition of courage from aggressive ferocity to calmness under fire and how
the machine gun in world war i so overthrew traditional notions of combat that
lord kitchener exclaimed this isn t war the technology unleashed during the great
war radically altered our perceptions of ourselves as these new weapons made
human qualities almost irrelevant in combat with the invention of the atomic
bomb humanity itself became subservient to the weapons it had produced of
arms and men brilliantly integrates the evolution of politics weapons strategy and
tactics into a coherent narrative one spiced with striking portraits of men in
combat and penetrating insights into why men go to war
Historical Dictionary of the Philippines 2011-12-16
Admiral Bill Halsey 2016-05-02
U.S. Navy Against the Axis 2013-05-11
The Battle of Midway 2013-10-03
The Architect of Victory 2011-04-21
Japanese History & Culture from Ancient to Modern Times 1986
Of Arms and Men 1990-04-19
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